The computation of transport coefficients, even in linear response, is a major challenge for theoretical methods that rely on analytic continuation of correlations functions obtained numerically in Matsubara space. While maximum entropy methods can be used for certain correlation functions, this is not possible in general, important examples being the Seebeck, Hall, Nernst and ReggiLeduc coefficients. Indeed, positivity of the spectral weight on the positive real-frequency axis is not guaranteed in these cases. The spectral weight can even be complex in the presence of broken time-reversal symmetry. Various workarounds, such as the neglect of vertex corrections or the study of the infinite frequency or Kelvin limits have been proposed. Here, we show that one can define auxiliary response functions that allow to extract the desired real-frequency susceptibilities from maximum entropy methods in the most general multiorbital cases with no particular symmetry. As a benchmark case, we study the longitudinal thermoelectric response and corresponding Onsager coefficient in the single-band two-dimensional Hubbard model treated with dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) and continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC). We thereby extend to transport coefficients the maximum entropy analytic continuation with auxiliary functions (MaxEntAux method), developed for the study of the superconducting pairing dynamics of correlated materials. a. Introduction. Transport properties are of interest for both fundamental and applied purposes. For example, while thermoelectric power tells us about the nature of charge carriers, materials with large thermoelectric power could lead to various applications, including efficient conversion of heat loss into useful electricity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Unfortunately, computing transport coefficients from numerical results is no simple task. Usually, one starts by computing the corresponding response functions in Matsubara frequency using the Kubo formula. For quantum Monte-Carlo data in particular, the most direct way to extract the real-frequency dependent response functions is then to perform maximum entropy analytic continuations (MEACs) [8, 9] . However, as we explain in more details below, MEAC is not always trivial since it requires that the spectral weight of response functions is real and positive, which is not necessarily the case in general.
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Many approaches have been investigated to circumvent this major problem for the Seebeck coefficient [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , the Hall coefficient [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and the Nernst coefficient [25] for instance, but all of them are either approximations or analytic methods that are exact only in a certain frequency limit [26] . The most common approach consists in neglecting vertex corrections, in which case it is possible to compute transport coefficients directly from the single-particle spectral weight. This is not possible when vertex corrections are included, which seems to be a necessary step in understanding the record-breaking thermopowers of FeSb 2 and FeAs 2 [3] for instance. In that case, a more versatile approach, that would extend to all transport quantities, still remains to be developed. This is the problem that we address here by generalizing the MaxEntAux method developed for fermionic response functions [27, 28] to the case of bosonic response functions with non-positive spectral weights [29] . We first describe this method for the most general multiorbital system with no particular symmetry before presenting a benchmark case for the uniform longitudinal thermoelectric response (or uniform Seebeck response) of a singleband two-dimensional Hubbard model treated with dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [30] and continuoustime quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) [31] . The DC limit is also compared to a low-temperature approximation [32] , detailed in the supplemental material Ref. [33] . Some of the issues associated with convergence of Matsubara frequency sums are also discussed there [33] .
b. Bosonic response functions without positive spectral weight Let us define the correlation function between general bosonic operatorsÔ kγ andÔ kδ by
where k is wave vector, the average is taken with respect to the grand-canonical ensemble for Hamiltonian H (with eigenvectors |m and eigenenergies H m ) andT τ is the bosonic imaginary-time ordering operator. In the case of current operators, that we consider in this paper, γ and δ stand for the electrical (E) or thermal (T ) nature of the current operators and also for spatial direction (x, y or z), band, and spin indices. The discrete Fourier transform to bosonic Matsubara frequency space, tral weight χ γδ ( k, ω) through the relation
(2) This spectral weight is essential, for example, to obtain the finite-frequency behavior of the Hall conductivity (related to the Faraday effect) that obeys the analog of a f -sum rule [34, 35] .
The non-triviality of the MEAC for a general response function arises because this method requires that
for bosonic data. However, the Lehmann representation
for χ γδ ( k, ω), where Z is the partition function of the system, tells us that this condition is obviously satisfied if δ ≡ γ since
and e βω − 1 is positive for ω > 0 and negative for ω < 0. This special case corresponds to purely electric or purely thermal longitudinal responses, hence transverse response functions in the presence of a symmetrybreaking magnetic field or even, more simply, the thermoelectric response, cannot be obtained with the standard approach.
c. MaxEntAux Method for the General Case. Consider the general correlation function Eq. (1). Generalizing the approach of Ref. [27] , we define the mixed operatorÂ
With the usual Matsubara imaginary-time evolution
HτÔ kγ e −Hτ andÔ † kγ
HτÔ † kγ e −Hτ we define the auxiliary susceptibility
where λ is an arbitrary real constant that, in principle, ensures conversion of units between two possibly different current operators inÂ kγδ,λ . The Lehmann representation allows one to check that the auxiliary susceptibility Eq. (7) satisfies the condition Eq. (3) and can thus be analytically continued using standard maximum entropy methods. With hermitian operators, we havê O † − kγ =Ô kγ so that one finds 
To find the missing information, we define, by analogy with Eq. (6), a second mixed operator
and a corresponding second auxiliary susceptibility satisfying the condition Eq. (3),
Then, by analogy with Eq. (10), we find
The MEAC of the two auxiliary susceptibilities gives the corresponding real spectral weights satisfying the condition Eq. (3), which are formally given by
The spectral weights of the form χ γγ ( k, ω) also satisfy the condition Eq. (3). From the above, one can easily extract the needed complex-valued spectral weight χ γδ ( k, ω). Taking λ = λ for simplicity, we obtain
In the case of current operators, this is valid for any kind of response function in the multi-orbital case, with or without inversion or time-reversal symmetry. Taking λ = λ would allow more flexibility to balance various contributions. d. Practical Example for the Uniform Seebeck Response. The study of uniform longitudinal thermoelectricity relies only on the three response functions for electrical and thermal currents χ ExEx , χ ExTx and χ TxTx , more generally defined as:
where we explicitly wrote the current operators γ , standing for the electrical and thermal currents at k = 0 (witĥ  † kγ = − kγ in general). As mentioned above, while χ ExEx and χ TxTx can be analytically continued through standard maximum entropy methods, χ ExTx cannot be. For this practical example, we focus on a system with timereversal symmetry. In that case, one can show that any spectral weight χ γδ (ω) is real and odd in real frequency when the two operators involved have the same signature under time-reversal. The spectral representation Eq. (2) then implies that χ γδ (iω n ) is real and even in Matsubara frequency, thus Eq. (9) can be rewritten as
(18) Defining the frequency-dependent Onsager coefficients through
the bosonic Matsubara frequency result Eq. (18) immediately translates to
(20) e. Model and method We consider the twodimensional square lattice described by the single-band Hubbard model
with t the nearest-neighbor hopping, U the on-site Coulomb repulsion and µ the chemical potential. We take t ≡ 1 as our energy unit, lattice spacing as our distance unit, and otherwise take natural units ( ≡ 1, k B ≡ 1 and electrical charge e = 1) .
When vertex corrections are included, the direct MEAC of χ γδ (iω n ) is mandatory. But to benchmark our approach, we consider a case where vertex corrections are neglected so that the transport coefficients can be computed directly from the single particle spectral weight using
where f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution and A( k, ω) is the spectral function containing the non-interacting square-lattice dispersion ε k and normalized so that dω A( k, ω) = 1. In this notation, χ ν=0 (ω) = χ ExEx (ω), χ ν=1 (ω) = χ ExTx (ω), and χ ν=2 (ω) = χ TxTx (ω) [19] . Here, the usual integral over wave-vectors has been replaced by an integral over the band energies ε weighted by the longitudinal transport function [36] T (23) containing the non-interacting density of states N 0 , normalized so that N 0 (z) dz = 1.
Our test is performed as follows. Given the value of χ ν (ω) in Eq. (22), we obtain Matsubara susceptibilities χ ν (iω n ) from the spectral representation Eq. (2). We then add a Gaussian noise with a relative error of 10
on each Matsubara frequency in order to mimic quantum Monte-Carlo statistical error. Finally, we use the maximum entropy code OmegaMaxEnt [37] to extract the analytically continued spectral weights χ ν (ω), that can then be compared with the starting values. While χ ExEx (iω n ) and χ TxTx (iω n ) are analytically continued directly, the MaxEntAux formula Eq. (18) is used to analytically continue χ ExTx (iω n ). Any physical single-particle spectral weight A( k, ω) could have been used for the test, but to be as realistic as possible, we used one obtained from an actual calculation. We take U = 14, temperature T = 1, and set the chemical potential so that filling is n = 0.85, a case studied in Ref. [19] . It is at high-temperature that analytic continuation is most difficult and that the sign change in the frequency-dependent thermoelectric spectral weight is largest [19] . A more thorough comparison and results at a lower temperature T = 1/10 are presented in the supplemental material Ref. [33] . We use dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [30] solved with continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) [31] to simulate our system and compute the local fermionic Matsubara-frequency self-energy Σ(ip n ) which is analytically continued to give us our starting A( k, ω) and corresponding χ ν (ω).
f. Results. (20) . The result should be λ-independent. The agreement with the benchmark black dashed line is generally good, except for λ = −5 and at low frequency, as we discuss further below. The real part of L ExTx (ω) has a large region of negative spectral weight that is reproduced. The imaginary part of L ExTx (ω) is obtained from Kramers-Kronig. To assess the choice of λ, consider Fig. 2 that shows the electrical conductivity σ, the Seebeck coefficient S and the thermal conductivity κ, defined by
and
where the convention [19, 38] The blue solid line in Fig. 2A shows that the electrical conductivity obtained after MEAC is within 10 % of the benchmark Eq. (22) (20) suggests that a small value for |λ| enhances errors. Also, since Re L ExTx (ω) is positive for most of the positive frequency range, large negative values of λ mean that Re L TxTx (ω) is most important in the calculation of Re L ExTx (ω). But this is the most difficult transport coefficient to analytically continue because of its sensitive dependency on low frequencies. Therefore, one should only consider that the best result is obtained for the range of values λ ≥ 0.5 where the λ-dependency is weak in Figs. 2 B-C. Finally, the comparison with the low-temperature green-line approximation [32, 39] 
βω 2 (27) shows that, for the case studied here, the MaxEntAux method gives more accurate values than Refs. [32, 39] for all transport coefficients [40] . The supplemental material Ref. [33] In Sec. B, we detail the choice of convention for the Onsager coefficients, identical to the one in Ref. [38] . In Sec. C, we explain the low-temperature approximation taken from Ref. [32] . We recapitulate our procedure for benchmarks and present in Sec. D additional results at T = 1/10 and T = 1 for the spectral weights of relevant susceptibilities. We continue with more benchmark tests on the Onsager coefficients and a more thorough comparison with the low-temperature approximation from Ref. [32] in Sec. E. Combinations of Onsager coefficients are related to the transport coefficients. We benchmark those in Sec. F. Finally, in Sec. G, we give new expressions, taken from Ref. [29] , for the bubble part of the uniform susceptibilities that are convergent upon summation over internal Matsubara frequencies. The convergence of the corresponding expressions given in Ref. [43] is discussed. Note that the independence of the results on the value of λ is discussed in Sec. D and Sec. E.
In this supplemental material, we do not consider the case where a magnetic field is applied. In other words, time-reversal invariance is assumed.
Appendix B: Convention for the Onsager Coefficients.
The relationship between the Onsager coefficients
and the relevant transport quantities always depends on the choice made for the form of the phenomenological equations describing how electrical and heat currents are induced by gradients of electrical potential and temperature in the uniform and static limits. For instance, in the case of the longitudinal thermoelectric response (or Seebeck response), we chose the same equations as Ref. [38] :
where µ is the chemical potential, e is the electrical charge, and V is the electrical potential. These equations, identical to the ones chosen in Ref. [19] , ease the comparison of our data with the results of this reference. Besides, they lead, in the absence of vertex corrections, to the following convenient general expressions for the response functions:
respectively. This choice of convention leads to
for the electrical conductivity σ, the Seebeck coefficient S and the thermal conductivity κ.
Appendix C: Origins of the Low-Temperature Approximation for L γδ .
To avoid analytic continuation all together, it has been proposed to use L γδ (β/π) 2 L γδ (τ = β/2) as an approximation for the zero frequency transport coefficients at low temperature [32] . We have compared our results with that approximation, rewritten as:
whose derivation we give below. Considering the right-hand term in Eq. (C1), we assume that the spectral weight of the response function is linear in frequency on the whole frequency range relevant for the integral, usually controlled at low temperature by the sinh factor. We thus have χ γδ ( 0, ω) ω L γδ . Since
we can approximate
Finally, the value of the integral
gives the expected result Eq. (C1). When the convergence of the integral is controlled by the susceptibility instead of the sinh factor, as in the renormalized classical regime, a different expression has to be devised. Let us first recapitulate our procedure for analytic continuation before we present additional results. In the case of the Seebeck response, the MaxEntAux method consists in the use of the auxiliary susceptibility
to enable the maximum entropy analytic continuation (MEAC) of the response function
which possibly has a non-positive value of the spectral weight χ γδ ( k, ω)/ω, since, according to the Lehmann representation
the sign of the matrix elements may be negative or positive and they do not simplify when γ = δ. Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b compare the initial real-frequency spectral weights Eq. (B4) to those obtained after direct MEACs of the Matsubara-frequency data
to which we add a Gaussian relative error of 10 −3 on each Matsubara frequency in order to mimic quantum MonteCarlo statistical error. For the thermoelectric response, the MaxEntAux method Eq. (D2) for λ = 1 at U = 14, T = 1/10 and for λ = 0.3 at T = 1, respectively, is used. The MaxEntAux method proves very efficient at capturing the qualitative features and even most of the quantitative features of the initial response functions. In particular, χ ExTx (ω) has a region of negative spectral weight that is remarkably well reproduced by our approach.
As for Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b , they compare the auxiliary and thermoelectric spectral weights obtained for different values of λ from Eq. (D2). They demonstrate the overall robustness of the MaxEntAux method applied for different values of λ since most of finite-frequency features remain well preserved. The method becomes noisier at high temperature since MEACs are more difficult in that regime. As explained in the main text, large negative values and small values of λ should be avoided. Discrepancies associated with those ranges of λ are more apparent in the Onsager coefficients at low frequencies because of the division by ω.
Appendix E: More tests on the Real-frequency and Zero-frequency Onsager Coefficients.
The MaxEntAux method also allows to extract the frequency-dependent Onsager coefficient usually unobtainable by MEAC,
by using the auxiliary functions as in Eq. (D2). Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b compare the benchmark real-frequency Onsager coefficients Eq. (B4), at U = 14, to those obtained with Eq. (E1) above and direct MEACs of the Matsubara-frequency data, with an added relative noise of 10 −3 . The analytic expression Eq. (B1) that relates those coefficients to the zero-frequency limit of susceptibilities has also been used.
In MaxEntAux method Eq. (E1), we take λ = 1 at T = 1/10 and λ = 0.3 at T = 1, respectively. Once again, the MaxEntAux method proves very efficient at capturing the qualitative features, and even most of the quantitative features, of the initial frequency-dependent Onsager coefficients. However, the MEACs tend to slightly oscillate around the initial Onsager coefficients obtained from Eq. (B4) since the almost imperceptible oscillations of the analytically continued spectral weights are amplified by the division by ω necessary to obtain the Onsager coefficients in Eq. (B1). The dotted lines of Fig. 5b shows the exact diagonalization results of Ref. [19] , which compare well with our results. The latter comparison is provided to show that our results obtained from the combination of CDMFT with continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) and MEAC are close to those obtained from CDMFT with exact diagonalization (ED). This comparison should not be considered a test of the analytic continuation procedure by itself. As usual, ED finds more numerous and sharper structures than in reality because of its finite bath, whereas CTQMC+MEAC tends to smooth them out. Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b compare the auxiliary and thermoelectric frequency-dependent Onsager coefficients obtained from Eq. (D2) for different values of λ. In the same way as above for the relevant susceptibilities, they demonstrate the overall robustness of the MaxEntAux method applied for different values of λ. For reasons explained in the main text, we expect that the results are more reliable for λ > 0.5. The results of Fig. 6b at T = 1 are the same as in the main text. They are provided to ease the comparison with T = 1/10. As expected, analytic continuation is easier at lower temperature. Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b compare only the zero-frequency values of the aforementioned frequency-dependent Onsager coefficients, L γδ , obtained before and after the MEAC, for T = 1/10 and T = 1, (U = 14) respectively. In addition to the comparison of our results with those of Ref. [19] for T = 1 (orange lines), a comparison with the low-temperature approximation, Eq. (C1), (green lines) is also shown for both temperatures. (The comparison with the results of Ref. [19] that were obtained directly in real-frequency with an ED solver is provided only as a check of the overall consistency of CDMFT, independently of the impurity solver, not as a test of the validity of MaxEntAux.) While the results obtained in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b with the approximation Eq. (C1) (green lines) are in better agreement with the benchmark result (black dashed lines) at the lower temperature shown in Fig. 7a , the MaxEntAux method is still competitive. Besides, Eq. (C1) would not be valid if the system was in the renormalized-classical regime and there is no approximation analog to Eq. (C1) that can be used for finite-frequency transport quantities to avoid direct analytic continuation.
The MaxEntAux method seems to be a robust and accurate method for the extraction of the relevant transport coefficients, as long as one uses values of λ in a range where the results are λ-independent and where λ is not too close to zero, as discussed in the main text. The Seebeck coefficient shown in Fig. 4b of the main text for T = 1 and (discussed further below) corresponds to the ratio of Onsager coefficients that is usually measured. It is more accurate than the value of L ExTx shown here. 
